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Rasterlink Pro 5SG requires that the head carriage be able to move back and forth only a few times every
second. The default frequency is 12 Hz. Select "Low Rate" or "High Rate" in the carriage rate selection
window.. I was using Acroprint ver. Bit for pc printing. Now I have a new mimaki and I want to know how to
get the rasterlink pro 5 to work like it used to. After installing Rasterlink Pro 5SG I am trying to print a test page
to the printer and it says the "Standard not supported." Has anyone been able to do that? Now I have a new
mimaki and I want to know how to get the rasterlink pro 5 to work like it used to. After installing Rasterlink Pro
5SG I am trying to print a test page to the printer and it says the "Standard not supported." Has anyone been able
to do that? On the mimaki website: "3. If you are running Windows XP Service Pack 2 or later, please make
sure you have the following optional hardware: ". It's not there on my version of Windows. Can anyone confirm
or deny this? Are the printer. I have a new mimaki and I want to know how to get the rasterlink pro 5 to work
like it used to. After installing Rasterlink Pro 5SG I am trying to print a test page to the printer and it says the
"Standard not supported." Has anyone been able to do that? I am running Windows Bit now and I updated my
Rasterlink 5SG to . I have a new mimaki and I want to know how to get the rasterlink pro 5 to work like it used
to. After installing Rasterlink Pro 5SG I am trying to print a test page to the printer and it says the "Standard not
supported." Has anyone been able to do that? The print rate is 12. in this mode, and i can't figure out what it is
for. Now I have a new mimaki and I want to know how to get the rasterlink pro 5 to work like it used to. After
installing Rasterlink Pro 5SG I am trying to print a test page to the printer and it says the "Standard not
supported." Has anyone been able to do that? Now I have a new mimaki and I want to know how to get the
rasterlink pro 5 to work like it used
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